
Zain participates 
in first Envirathon
KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider
in Kuwait, recently took part in the nation’s first
environmental marathon ‘Envirathon’ held at
Shuwaikh beach. The event featured volunteers of
all ages along with public and private sector offi-
cials, diplomats, and community members. Zain’s
participation in this volunteer initiative came in line
with its Corporate Sustainability and Social
Responsibility strategy towards supporting envi-
ronmental efforts. 

Through its well-focused strategy, the company
is keen on supporting similar programs that pre-

serve the environment, call for climate change
action, and contribute to reflecting a positive image
of the Kuwaiti community. Envirathon is considered
the first environmental marathon of its kind in
Kuwait and aimed at empowering youth and chil-
dren to voice their opinion on environmental crises
and climate change in a fun and active way.
Students from across Kuwait’s schools were invited
to join in cleaning Shuwaikh beach along with their
families, public and private sector officials, diplo-
mats, and community members.

Through its corporate sustainability and social
responsibility strategy, Zain is committed to build-
ing climate change scenarios that are aligned with
the Paris Agreement (2015) to reduce carbon emis-
sions and mitigate physical and environmental risks.
The company is well aware of the urgent need to

tackle the climate crisis the world is facing today. 
Zain is keen on supporting any efforts that serve

sustainability and environmental goals, as it believes
this is a crucial topic that affects everyone. The
company’s social message seeks to tackle the most
important issues and reinforce the role of individual
efforts like preserving natural resources, decreasing
consumption, recycling, and other concepts that will
contribute to reducing the impacts of climate
change. Zain’s part does not stop at raising aware-
ness and supporting environmental programs, but
also extends to reducing its own footprint. 

The company continues to exert more efforts

into reducing the environmental footprint of its
operations, including preserving natural resources,
reducing energy consumption, recycling waste,
implementing green solutions for water and elec-
tricity management, monitoring the company’s over-
all effects on climate change, and more.  Zain is keen
on launching such initiatives that contribute to pre-
serving Kuwait’s environment, as well as encourag-
ing volunteering, recycling, and taking part in social
activities for all age groups within the community.
The company will spare no efforts to contribute to
spreading positive awareness for a better environ-
mental culture in the society. 

BRUSSELS: Trade and investment have steadily
grown between the 27-member European Union
and the six-member Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) since the 1988 Cooperation Agreement
between the two sides, according to Kuwait’s
ambassador to Belgium, the EU and NATO, Jasem
Al-Budaiwi. “Despite the dual challenges of
Brexit and the coronavirus pandemic the recov-
ery is now blazing ahead and set to only increase
to even greater levels” he said at an event organ-
ized by the Arab-Belgium-Luxembourg Chamber
of Commerce (ABLCC) on Wednesday. 

Al-Budaiwi was the guest speaker at a lunch-
conference hosted by the ABLCC on the topic
“Belgium and EU Investment Opportunities in
Kuwait and the GCC: My 6 years-experience”. He
noted that from a trade and investment point of
view, the six GCC countries, Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, repre-
sent an important region to the EU and together
are the Union’s 10th largest trading partner. 

The EU is the GCC’s second biggest trading
partner, he noted and stressed, “There is so much
potential, so much room for further growth and
investment.”  “The GCC States have clearly
demonstrated their courage and trust by continu-
ing to invest in European companies and proj-
ects,” said the Kuwaiti ambassador, but lamented
that “European companies hesitate when decid-
ing to invest in Kuwait and other GCC countries
for a number of reasons, many of which are
unjustified.” 

“It is time to ramp up the confidence building
and ensure that the future growth of investment
and trade between the GCC and the EU is not

one sided,” he said. Al-Budaiwi urged for new
collaborative projects between the two regional
blocks to tackle global challenges such as, digiti-
zation, green energy, Artificial Intelligence, food
security, healthcare and education Many of the
GCC countries, Kuwait included, have grand
plans for the future through a number of ground-
breaking initiatives that offer big opportunities
for European companies. 

He also announced that the economic partner-
ship between Kuwait and Belgium would witness
a major boost in the near future as a proposal,
submitted by the Belgian side and currently being
studied by the Kuwaiti authorities, is in the works.

Al-Budaiwi drew attention to two recent impor-
tant developments that wi l l  lead to further
strengthening of EU-GCC ties. Last week, the EU
released a document ent i t led the “Joint
Communication on a Strategic Partnership with
the Gulf” which covers trade, investment, security,
political energy, tourism, and many other topics. 

The European Commission recently proposed
to lift Schengen visa requirement for nationals of
Kuwait and Qatar. “Hopefully this announcement
will be closely followed by the remaining GCC
countries obtaining a similar proposal. This is a
game changer,” he added. On his part, Qaisar
Hijazin, ABLCC secretary-general, in his introduc-

tory remarks said the cooperation between the
Chamber and Arab embassies in Brussels played
an important role in boosting contacts between
the business communities from both sides. 

“Indeed our chamber acts as a bridge between
the business communities to develop economic
and trade ties and cooperation between both
sides,” he said. He estimated that Arab-EU trade
exchanges were worth 290 billion euros (USD
309 billion) annually. EU and Belgian diplomats,
Arab Ambassadors and diplomats accredited in
Brussels , representat ives of  Belgian and
European companies and think-tanks attended
the lunch. — KUNA
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Kuwait, Brazil 
officials discuss
cooperation 
KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Oil Dr Mohammad Al-Fares met on Thursday with
Brazilian Secretary for Strategic Affairs Admiral

Flavio Rocha and the accompanying delegation.
According to the Cabinet Secretariat, Dr Al-Fares
— also state minister for cabinet affairs — dis-
cussed with Rocha during the meeting ways to bol-
ster bilateral relations. Minister of Commerce and
Industry Fahad Al-Shuraian, Deputy Chairman of
the Board and CEO of Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation (KPC) Sheikh Nawaf Saud Al-Nasser
Al-Sabah and officials from the Foreign Ministry,
Kuwait Investment Authority, and state officials
were present at the meeting.  — KUNA


